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Press release 
 

Closed Rhine valley rail corridor: Swisstrain receives 
approval for alternative routing 

 
Frenkendorf, Switzerland, 21 August 2017: The Swisstrain, a service offered by 
Frenkendorf-based Swissterminal AG, has been granted right-of-way for an alternative 
routing during the closing of the railway line between Rastatt and Baden-Baden. 
 
The replacement schedule to connect the ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp via the hub Neuss 
with Frenkendorf/Basel has thus come into effect as initially planned. Despite the closure of 
the Rhine valley rail corridor, the Swisstrain is still able to link the ports of Rotterdam and 
Antwerp with Frenkendorf close to Basel via the hub Neuss. The temporary routing will go via 
the German cities of Singen and Stuttgart and lasts until further notice. Due to this diversion, 
the length of the train is limited to 550 m.  
 
The next import connection arrives in Frenkendorf on Monday, 21 August 2017. According to 
the new schedule, the next export departure from Frenkendorf is planned for 21 August 2017 
as well. 
  
An alternative way to link the western ports and Basel is the transport by barge. Bookings can 
be made via the sales team at Swisstrain directly.  
 
Roman Mayer, President and Delegate of the Board at Swissterminal AG, comments: “We are 
delighted to offer our clients alternative transport solutions for import and export cargo to 
Rotterdam and Antwerp by both train and barge. Together with our partners, we have 
developed a replacement schedule to minimise disruptions and extra charges as much as 
possible. We are able to offer two connections between Frenkendorf and Rotterdam and 
Antwerp per week until further notice.” 
 
On 12 August 2017, a severe lowering of railway tracks took place south of Rastatt, where 
construction works to build a new tunnel were taking place. Consequently, the important Rhine 
Alpine Rail Freight Corridor that links Northern European sea ports with Southern Germany, 
Switzerland and Italy, has been closed until further notice, causing massive disruptions. 
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Information for editors 
 
About the Swisstrain 
The Swisstrain went into service on 4 October 2016. It connects the Swiss terminals Frenkendorf and Rekingen 
with terminals in the sea ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp via the hub Neuss Trimodal in Germany. The terminals 
in Rotterdam are linked by either rail or barge, whilst destinations in Antwerp are connected via barge. 
The Swissterminal AG operates as an export agency for the Swisstrain and the logistics service provider Optimodal 
with branches in Rotterdam and Neuss acts as an import agency. Furthermore, customers benefit from service 
offerings by partners such as BLS Cargo, Verzollung & Logistik AG as well as Gaston Schul. 
 
The operating company of the Swisstrain is Swissterminal AG. 
 
More information is available at www.schweizerzug.com. 
 
 
About Swissterminal AG 
Swissterminal AG is an international provider for logistics services in connection with container terminal and 
transport activities. The family-owned company is the Swiss market leader in terms of terminal services and 
efficiently and reliably handles barges, freight trains as well as trucks as an independent interface for combined 
transportation. With its rail product Swisstrain the company connects the Swiss terminals Frenkendorf and Rekingen 
with terminals in the sea ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp via the hub Neuss Trimodal in Germany. 
 
In addition to inland and intermodal activities Swissterminal AG handles the sale and purchase, the storage as well 
as the maintenance and repair of containers. Value added services such as the management of cold chains and 
customs clearance complement the service portfolio. 
 
When Swissterminal introduced the first online system for slot bookings at a European inland terminal in November 
2016, the company set a new standard in terms of digitalisation for combined transportation. 
 
Through the implementation of process work flows and quality management, Swissterminal AG strives to work 
efficiently and is also certified according to ISO 9001:2008. 
 
Swissterminal AG operates four terminals in Switzerland and is represented by partners at the crucial transportation 
hub Rotterdam. Its two trimodal terminals in Basel and Birsfelden link Switzerland internationally by water, rail and 
road. The bimodal terminal in Frenkendorf is situated at the important European North-South Corridor and offers 
plenty of rail and road connections to destinations within Switzerland and to adjacent regions. The site in Rekingen 
is close to Switzerland’s largest city Zurich and offers bimodal connections via rail and road to one of the key 
markets of the entire region. 
 
The cornerstone for the family business laid Alex Mayer by founding the company Container Depot AG in 1972. 
With this move, he established the company as container pioneer for the Swiss market. Since then Swissterminal 
AG has turned into a leading provider of integrated services for the transport and logistics industry.  
 
Additional information is available at www.swissterminal.com. 
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